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several miles, which is why the Red Cross
pushed to have them banned before they
were ever used. A recent United Nations
protocol has now officially outlawed laser
weapons. Nevertheless, unconfirmed
reports say that we used them in 1991
against Iraq during Desert Storm.
A researcher at Los Alamos
laboratories reports that "we can make
relatively compact acoustic weapons."
These high-frequency acoustic-beam
"bullets" will cause blunt-object trauma
when slammed against a human being.
Infra-sound weapons work by using
very low-frequency noise generators.
They vibrate a person's internal organs
and cause disorientation, nausea,
diarrhea and even bowelliquification.
This relatively low-tech weapon was
discovered purely by accident in the 1950s
when U.S. researchers were working on
robots and automatons. Many of
scientists started getting sick every day
at work . The project supervisors
suspected, and tested for, everything from
viral infections planted by the Commies
to accidental gas emissions inside the
building. The problem was finally traced
to a ventilator motor. It was installed
wrong, which caused it to produce a lowpitched noise, which then resonated
through a large concrete duct. This
seemingly harmless noise was causing
nausea and other staff illnesses. Once
they had solved the problem, the
government team then started
investigating using this acoustic
technique on purpose, against our
enemies. This 50-year-old project is still
labeled as classified.
Eldon Byrd, a doctor with the U.S. Navy,
is
doing
research
on
EMF
(electromagnetic frequency) waves .
Signal levels too small to be detected by
traditional means can disrupt human
brain and nervous systems and can cause
computers to crash.
Supercaustics are also in the works.
Millions of times more potent than
hydrofluoric acid, these new chemical
agents eat through the metal, optics, and
tires of armored vehicles. And people, if
they happen to get in the way. We may
soon also see microbe cultures that are
designed to "eat up" anything they touch.
Scientists admit working on "a bacterium
that degrades a specific material used in
many weapons."
Unfortunately, the World Trade disaster
proved that a handful of guys with simple
box cutters could bring down an empire.
And using our own commercial jetliners
as weapons of mass destruction was an
inspired approach. So perhaps the keys
to combating 21st century terrorism are
intelligence (of the military variety) and
old-fashioned imagination . Whatever
horrors man can dream up, he can also
make a reality.
Isn't that a comforting thought?

Tickle Your
Fancy
Coaches Women to Masturbate!
SAN FRANCISCO,
CA - Tickle Kitty
Press
proudly
announces the
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Your

Fancy:

A

Woman's Guide to
Sexual SelfPleasure,

the first in a series
of sexual "how-to"
books.
Written and
published
by
sexual advocate Sadie Allison, this sexy,
professional and easy-to-read guide
discusses the basics of female
masturbation, describing more than 30
different techniques. It also features
more than 60 drawings and illustrations
and includes instructions for selecting,
using and caring for various sex toys and
lubricants. The book empowers women
to explore their sexuality and achieve
heightened levels of pleasure and
orgasm.
Although written for
women of all ages,
sexual orientations
and experience levels,
Tickle Your Fancy is
also ideal for men
seeking to please their
partners in bigger and
better ways.

The tragic events of September 11th have
reactivated our interest in warfare and
also the tools of war. So-called smart
bombs, which can be deployed by remote
control, are again in the news. This type
Tickle Your Fancy
of modern weaponry greatly reduces the
represents three years of sexuality
loss of troops (ours, not theirs) because
research on Sadie's part. She is currently
we don't have to fly over and manually
working on her second book, slated for
drop the deadly payloads. Unfortunately
publication in 2002.
there are a few glitches. Underground
Praise for Tickle Your Fancy!
reports say that the new "smart missiles"
"We will ALL be better lovers if we read
used in Kosovo also hit $50 microwave
this book!"
ovens, rigged by the Serbs to trick the not---Barbara Leigh, Playboy
so-intelligent bombs into seeing
anti-aircraft radar when there was none.
"The Princess of Masturbation scores
So what else do we have on the
with
this bold and sexy guide to female
drawing board to fight off our newest
pleasurev"
enemy, whoever and wherever he may
---Dan Miller, Adult Video News
be? The coyly-nicknamed "non-lethal
weapons" are the most interesting of the
"Sexy book .... sexy author.. .. I know this
modern warfare technology. These
will
inspire multiple readings."
goodies, paid for by the "black budgets"
---Theresa Flynt, Hustler
of agencies you've probably never heard
of, prove once again that man's
Tickle Your Fancy I Non-Fiction,
inhumanity to man has no limits.
Sexuality, 96 pages, 5x7 (purse-size),
Take laser weapons, for example. As
$12.95 Available from distributors in the
compact as an ordinary rifle, these nifty
US and Canada. For more information,
gadgets can disable infrared and optical
contact:
Sadie
Allison
defense systems . A bonus: these
sadie@ticklekitty . com
diabolical devices can also permanently
(415) 876-3100 I www.ticklekitty.com
blind a human being from a distance of
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